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Color your spider below with colored pencils. Sure, you could
make it hairy and brown, but why not try something bold? A
robot spider? Or add some tennis shoes to each of the feet and
make it a cartoony running spider? Think outside the web! Then
cut out your spider and push and fold the paper to give the paper
fibers some MEMORY! Adding folds can make your spider stand
up off the table top and give it life! How can you pinch the legs
to make them stronger and more creepy-crawly?
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These
are little
“feeler-do
hickey
thingies”
(sorry to get
all technical
with the
scientific
terminology,
but that’s
how I roll)!
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Print this page on uncoated
card stock for best results!
I personally like to use 65 lb.
Wausau® Bright White because
it feeds well through my inkjet
printer and it’s thick enough to
make a fantastic paper toy.
Invent, design and color your
spider using colored pencils.
The gray outline is a loose
suggestion of body shape, but
don’t limit yourself to it!

Fangs are
cool. But
maybe these
could be even
cooler?
(Drill bits? Big
red kissy-lips?
Who knows!)
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FACTOIDS:
Arachnids = 8 legs
Insects = 6 legs

ASSIGNMENT!
Now TOSS out this spider template and design your own
creature! Loosely follow the rules of nature, but how far
can you PUSH it to make something truly amazing!

COLLECT

THEM ALL!
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